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The children at Basket Range 
Primary School experience 
learning in a variety of ways.  
 
Play enables our children to learn 
through imitation and wonder. 
The children experience self-
initiated play in a setting that 
embraces natural, aesthetic 
materials and our spectacular 
outdoor environment.  

The afternoon programs of Design 
Technology, Arts, Garden Science 
and Health and PE provide our 
students with a range of 
interactive and meaningful 
experiences. Throughout the 
week children use and 
demonstrate their learning and 
understandings in a variety of 
ways, such as handcrafts, 
designing and making, 
performing, making and exploring 

artworks, gardening and 
enthusiastically participating in a 
range of movement and physical 
activities.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Be sure to come to our Exhibition 
Assembly on Wednesday 27th 
September to see some of the 
work students have been doing in 
the afternoon program on display. 
 
Other learning experiences that 
engage, stretch and grow our 
students’ confidence and skills are 
activities such as interschool 
chess. 
 
On Monday 11th September, 8 
students from Basket Range 
participated in an interschool 
chess tournament with Norton 

Summit PS (host) Scott Creek and 
Uraidla. The event was conducted 
by Mato Jelic from Chess School 
SA.  Each student played a total of 
7 matches, only competing 
against students from other 
schools. 
 
The participating students were 
Ben, Emily, Callum, Sofia, Wimitja, 
Marnie, Jai & Kody. 
 
They enjoyed the challenge of 
competing against students from 
other schools. All did well and 
received an achievement or 
participation certificate.  We are 
hoping to participate in another 
interschool chess tournament in 
the near future. 

Enjoy the photos of the our 
children actively engaged in 
learning experiences throughout 

this newsletter. 
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Play, Experience, Learn, Grow…. 
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News from the Cherry Tree Rooms ... 
After what seemed like such a long winter, Monday morning felt like spring had finally arrived.  The sun was shining.  
Warm winds were blowing.   
 
Along with the much welcomed warmer weather, Monday also saw the 
return from Berlin of one of our families.  Michael, Tine, Rufus and 
Pelle; welcome back!  
 
To mark the occasion we had a celebratory walk through a nearby 
orchard.  Along the way we marveled at the strong gusting winds 
blowing through the trees on the hillside.  We then said hello to the 
neighboring lambs, who, since last term have grown into sheep. I think 
they remembered us though.  
 
After further deliberation we headed down the much favored, 
Rivenwood Lane.  We meandered, taking in the changes that come with 
the turning of seasons.  
 
We looked for crystals and treasures hiding in the ground.  We stopped 
for a play in a favorite cubby tree, noticing the berries that are now 
growing on it, and after a bite to eat I think there may have been a brief 
game of cricket.  Oh yes, and most importantly, bubble blowing.  To 
celebrate her 6th birthday, Gracie, kindly brought along some little 
bottles of bubbly wonders.  Thank you from all the children. 

We walk this road every week and we are developing a keen eye and observing the weekly changes in the plant and 
bird life that inhabit the bush land around us.  It is interesting listening to the children’s comments and observation 
and how they make sense of the natural world. They never tire of this ever-changing track as every week it offers up 
something new and interesting.  

Sandy Hobb and Sue Gleeson 
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Active Learning 
The children in the Gum Nut Room have been investigating the 
properties of 2 Dimensional and 3 Dimensional shapes and learning 
about procedural writing (text).  
 
An important part of their learning is to be actively involved in the 
learning process.  The following photos are the children manipulating 
shapes to make designs and structures and identify the properties of 
these shapes. 

 

 

Procedural Texts are the focus for the later part of this term. We have discussed the structure and 
purpose of this type of writing and had a look at some examples. To actively involve and make it 
meaningful for the children we made Chocolate Crackles and then wrote the recipe (procedure). The 
children worked in teams of two and made enough crackles for all the students in the school. They were a 
great lunchtime treat.  

 

 

Here are some examples of the children's work. We will continue to explore these text types by looking at 
a variety of procedures and where they are used for example experiments in science. 

 
Nancy Saccoia 

News from the Gum Nut Room ... 
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Chess 
On Monday some students from our school went to a chess tournament 
with three other schools. As depressing as this sounds we did come last 
but we didn’t have as many people that played chess and wanted to 
compete. Next term they are holding another competition so get 
practising! Maybe, if we practise enough we might even win! 
 
Tri Skills  
Recently on Fridays our school has had the opportunity (from a grant) to 
take part in the tri skills gymnastics there for learning new PE skills and 
techniques. We are very lucky to do what many others can’t. 
We hope that in the future we will be able to use them again.  
 
Seesaw 

Have you got Seesaw? This is a app on 
which students can show their 
learning progress, parents can use it to 

see their child’s work and even make comments. You can see 
videos, drawings, photos, text and files and many others. One 
of the best things is it’s completely safe, the teacher has to 
approve your child’s work before it can be seen and no one can 
join unless they have our unique code.  
 
Unfortunately, the code is an extremely weak barcode and 
Claire accidently posted it on Facebook. Lisa then sold it for money on Gumtree to a crook. We are very thankful to 
those who have it and have bought it off Lisa.   By buying it you are funding Lisa and our school!   (ED:  If only I had 
really thought of this method to raise funds for myself (perhaps the next OS holiday) and the school.  I do however 
prefer to stick with legal methods of raising money!)                                                  By Jai, Fred, Wimitja 
 
Friday Feast    
In this term we have decided to reopen the (student 
run) Café or ‘Friday Feast’ as it is now called. 
 
So far the Friday Feast has been almost flawless, even 
when Claire wasn’t here the Friday Feast went 
smoothly and well.  I personally think that when I did 
my dish (scones) people liked them and I had great 
reviews from all the students. So far everyone who 
has cooked has had great feedback. We have 
incorporated Friday Feast into Maths and English so 
we can work on our recipes, portions, measuring and 
accounting. Overall the Friday Feast has run 
excellently with little problems.  
By Oliver 
  
The Café, also known as Friday Feast has been enjoyed by a lot of people including myself. I have loved the food that 
has been made although I have not been able to try all of them. I have not yet cooked but I am looking forward to it. 
At the moment only 6 groups have cooked. The food that has been cooked so far has been: hot wraps and scones 
and pasta and ice cream. This week on the menu is creamy soup and delicious fluffy muffins with crunchy chocolate 
chips. The fan favourite was pasta and ice cream.  

News from the Indigo Berries Room ... 
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News from the Indigo Berries Room (cont’d)... 
This is a quote from the chef about last week’s food, these were her exact words: “Needs more salt”.  
 
These are some opinions from the customers:  

“Delicious!” Marnie exclaimed. 
“Really good!” Briggy said. 
“The hot wraps were nice, and the scones were lovely”  exclaimed Oliver with excitement .  

 By Kalan 

Science 

This term we’ve done most of our science work on insects. We 
worked on making a hypothesis, which is another word for 
theory, e.g. the hypothesis Oliver is working on is - 
 
‘If I put some sugar between two ants they will collect it and 
bring the sugar to their nest’.  
 
So to test that hypothesis he put a grain of sugar by 2 ants and 
was proven wrong!  The ants didn’t even look at it. 
 
We’ve worked outside, people collected bugs in jars 
unfortunately Oliver broke his jar the he was using. Inside, we 
worked on life cycles and compared different bugs such as 
butterflies, bees, beetles, stick insects and flies. To study life 
cycles we all chose a bug and used books and the internet to 
research how they live, eat, look and other stuff like that. 
 
For our Independent Learning Project (ILP) we had to choose 
from three projects, about butterflies and caterpillars, or about 
what colour bugs liked, or about watching bugs.  
 
Sofia choose to do the one about colours. She needed to find out 
what colour flowers bugs like so she made paper flowers and put 
honey in the middle of them, but unfortunately no bugs came 
because it was raining and the rain washed away the honey.  
 
I (Briggy) am very excited to go outside and work on my 
hypothesis. I (Marnie) think that this project has been great, 
thumbs up! And me Sofia, well I think that this project is really 
interesting because I enjoy being outside and being in nature.  
By Sofia, Briggy, and Marnie. 
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Book Week Dress Up Day Gallery... 
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Tri Skills Gymnastics... 
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Friday 22 September 
Triskills Gymnastics the last of 4 sessions  
 
Wednesday 27 September 
Exhibition Assembly 2:30pm 
 
Friday 29 September 
End of Term 3  Early dismissal 2:15pm 
 
Monday 16 October 
Pupil Free Day  
 
Tuesday 17 October 
Start of Term 4   8:55am 
 

Saturday 21 October 
Bush Dance   Ashton Hall  7:00pm 
 
Tuesday 31 October 
School Photos  
 
Sunday 5 November 
Uraidla Show 
 
Monday 13—Friday 17 November 
Swim Week  Reception—Year 5 students 
 
Friday 1 December 
Aquatics Day  Year 6,7 students 

 

Upcoming Dates ... 

Basket Range Primary School 
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA  5138 
PH:  8390 3466         FAX:  8390 1062 

EMAIL:  dl.0511_info@schools.sa.edu.au 

Don’t forget to check our page:  

https://www.facebook.com/basketrangeps 


